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Xilinx released the latest version of ISE in October 2013 (version 14.n7) and states that "ISE has moved into the support phase
of its product and .NET platform lifecycle to prepare and support seven- and eight-core systems." ISE technology provides tools
for parallelization and virtualization based on the characteristics of computing clusters with support for multiprocessor
operation. ISE provides four main processes: One of these processes is configured in Device Manager. Ethernet protocol is not
used for ISE: ISE uses dynamic power distribution to support multiprocessing. ISE includes virtualization options that can be
used by different processors. Triple Imaging offers ISE support and also supports VxD, OpenCL and EtherCAT. ISEF allows
application virtualization using OpenVZ. RISC processors install their ISEF kernel patches to build two- and three-processor
virtualization configured by ISEF; AMD and NVIDIA also use ISEF in their Xeon products. The ISEF installer is easier to use
than the cluster installer. If Xenode uses ISEF, virtualization can be installed and configured in seconds. ISEF also uses ODBC.
In version 6.4 (13.3.3), Embedded Linux started using ISEF. Mesa has been using ISEF technology for some time now to
simplify the x86 development process. In version 6.0, x86 uses ISE to generate virtual machines. The virtual machine
identification requires a certain amount of memory to get the value, so in some cases there will be no IsEF support. OS X 10.7
and up uses ISF. Microsoft uses ISAF. PPC in Windows Server 2008 uses ISEA. The Japanese company Nintendo uses ISA for
their games. ISEA (Internet Services Architecture) or ISA is an architecture that uses virtualization to organize multi-threaded
applications. ISEA brings flow control capabilities and allows the development of multi-core processors. It allows multiple
connections between virtual machines. For example, interaction between processes, functions in the virtual machine, and
requests
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